PEOPLE PROFILING REIMAGINED
FOR THE INNOVATION ECONOMY
OF THE 21ST CENTURY

WHAT IS
TIPS?

Who am I?

Who’s who?

TIPS is a comparatively new cognitive profiling
method (or personality test) purpose-designed
for business and innovation. It’s like a new,
better MBTI test without all the dust and with
dozens of concrete applications for the dynamic innovation economy.

WHY TIPS?
Discover who you are — and who
everyone else on your team is
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The “War for Talent” is a
myth, isn’t it? We believe
that there is no shortage
in talent. There are just too
many organizations that
don’t know how to identify
and nurture the real talents
of their people.

Innovation starts with an “I”,
which in TIPS also stands for
“Ideas”. Innovation always
starts with ideas from individual people. Are you aware
who are the “Ideas”-people in
your firm?

Innovation is a team sport.
TIPS shows you what players
you have in your team, and
how to field each player on
the pitch so that your team
can win the innovation game.

First, we must become
self-aware of our individual
cognitive preferences. Only
then can we contrast our
own preferred cognitive
preferences to those of other
people in our team.

If you judge a fish by
its ability to climb
a tree, it will live its
whole life believing
that it is stupid.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

WHO IS
TIPS FOR?
HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGER

INNOVATION
MANAGER

TIPS CONSULTING PROJECTS

TIPS TALENT
ACQUISITION PROJECT

TIPS TALENT
ALIGNMENT PROJECT

TIPS INNOVATION
ALIGNMENT PROJECT

TEAM MANAGER
OR MEMBER

INDIVIDUAL

TIPS PROFILING & COACHING PROJECTS

TIPS TEAM
COACHING PROJECTS

TIPS TALENT
COACHING

TIPS MANAGER
COACHING

TIPS helps you to gain
awareness of who you
are and who everyone
else is your team is.

MAIK FUELLMANN

Founder & CEO of Quizzbizz

ROBERT BLUETT

Founder & CEO of People Plus Systems

AND
HOW
DO
THEY
RATE
IT?

“Every now and then I come across an assessment that fills
a definite need and does it extremely well. TIPS is just one of
these.”

GRANT WOOD

CEO of KNotion Labs & Creator of Reality Based Innovation

“TIPS stands out in two important ways: First, it precisely
identifies each persons inherent strengths in a way that is
understandable and meaningful. Second, it enables individuals
to quickly understand areas where they are likely to provide the
most value to an innovation program.
For companies, TIPS enables leaders to select the best possible team for
specific innovation stages, which can have an immediate impact on the organization. I can’t recommend this enough!”

“Participating in a TIPS innovation profiling workshop was an outstanding experience. The TIPS
profiling allowed me to understand more about my personal skills and my ability to work successfully with others.”

ANDREAS BARTAGGIA

Vice President & Head of Global Supply Chain Management at Bossard Group
“I believe that the price/performance ratio is really great compared to other similar tools. I also
think the overall impression is young, fresh, cool, motivating and —the most important part— right
and serious. Absolutely well done!”

BEATRICE GOSERT

Digital Nomad, Driven Spirit, Creative Soul & Yoga Teacher

“Looking at the TIPS results was like a personal “epiphany.” All of a sudden, I became consciously aware
of who I am and what I am made for. Moreover, after answering the guiding questions in the TIPS report,
I realized that I want to make a drastic change in my career. As an Ideator, I ultimately trust my gut and
believe in great ideas and concepts. TIPS is one of them. It can unfold people’s true potential —individually
and within a team— by letting everyone work in harmony with their true selves and talents”

JUDY ZIMMER

CHANIN TANGSANAKUN

“As an executive coach, the TIPS Innovation & Business
Assessment is the perfect partner to my proven coaching
practice. TIPS excels in creating better understanding, clearer
communication and increased productivity.”

“Already read through the TIPS result, I really like it. Actually, I’ve just bought personality analysis
pack from 16Personality (INFJ advocate), but TIPS can provide me with a more interesting and
deeper analysis about my creativity style. When I read my TIPS report, it’s like having someone really
understand me and who I am, especially the “Assets & Liabilities” summary!”

Executive Coach, Personal Branding Expert & Speaker

Head of Space Range and Transformation at Tesco Lotus Thailand

THE FOUR TIPS BASES
The four TIPS bases (Theories, Ideas, People, Systems) represent social base orientations that drive and energize people’s actions and describe how social & technological
changes unfold.
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THE
FOUR
TIPS
STYLES
TIPS distinguishes four TIPS styles
(to think, work, interact, and live)
that describe a person’s preferences
at work and in life. Each style comes
in one of three expressions.

THE TIPS
PROFILING
MAP

The 4 TIPS bases and 4 TIPS styles feed the 60 questions of the
TIPS online test that TIPS uses to profile people and compute
their innovator profile.
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TIPS spans a profiling map using the
four base orientations as pillars and
the four TIPS styles as an overlaying
map with a coordinate system. The TIPS
profiling map gives room for the 11 TIPS
innovator profiles.

THE TIPS PROFILING
QUESTIONNAIRE

P

THE TIPS INNOVATOR
PROFILES
Based on their test results, people are assigned one of
11 TIPS profiles.

THE THEORIST
Life is all about knowledge
and truth.

THE COACH
Life is all about development
of human potential.

THE TECHNOCRAT
Life is all about application of
knowledge & numbers.

THE SYSTEMATIZER
Life is all about systems,
structured order and control.

THE CONCEPTUALIZER
Life is all about knowledgebased creation of concepts.

THE ALL-ROUNDER
Life is all about juggling all
responsibilities in balanced
ways.

THE EXPERIMENTER
Life is all about improving
things by systematically
testing ideas.

THE IDEATOR
Life is all about ideas,
innovation and change.

THE TIPS
PROFILING
REPORT

THE PROMOTER
Life is all about communicating ideas to people.

THE ORGANIZER
Life is all about organized
service & operational
excellence.

THE PARTNER
Life is all about people and
relationships.

Right after finishing the TIPS online test, TIPS
prints and sends out a person’s test report
outlining with their TIPS profile and individual
test results.

INNOVATION

BUSINESS

INDIVIDUALS

TIPS APPLICATIONS

WHAT’S IT FOR &
WHEN TO GET IT?

SELF-AWARENESS:
Discover your TIPS innovator profile.

SELF-AWARENESS:
Reveal your TIPS styles to
think, work, interact, and
live.

SELF-AWARENESS:
Learn about your dominant
TIPS style that sets you up
to success.

SELF-AWARENESS:
Become aware of your likely
strengths and weaknesses
(= assets & liabilities).

SELF-AWARENESS:
Find out about your
preferred target outputs
and personal performance
“hotspots”.

SELF-AWARENESS:
Learn about “hot” ecosystems that suit your natural
talents and styles (talent &
career alignment).

SELF-AWARENESS:
Become aware of your
cognitive default response
towards change.

SELF-AWARENESS:
What entrepreneurial role
in a new venture suits your
style?

SELF-AWARENESS:
Detect your preferred style
to innovate.

SELF-AWARENESS:
Find out about your
preferred ways & roles to
contribute to corporate
innovation.

SELF-AWARENESS:
Find out with what profiles
you may likely experience
conflicts with at work.

SELF-AWARENESS:
Clarify who’s the real you
— your present you, or your
future you.

TALENT ACQUISITION:
How to hire the right person
for an open position?

TALENT RECOGNITION:
How to make the most of
everyone’s assets and how
to limit their liabilities?

TALENT CAREER PLANNING:
What career environments
are best for what type of
talent?

TALENT CAREER PLANNING:
What career environments
are best for what type of
talent?

TALENT (RE-)ALIGNMENT:
How to put the right people
into the right jobs?

TALENT PERFORMANCE:
How to boost work productivity and performance with
TIPS?

TALENT DEVELOPMENT:
Who should be trained in
what?

TEAM ALIGNMENT:
How to improve teamwork &
team performance.

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT:
How to reframe & resolve
conflict at work?

TEAM COMMUNICATION:
How to communicate with
greater empathy both within
the team and with customers
and external stakeholders?

CYCLE & GROWTH
MANAGEMENT:
Who drives what phase of
the business cycle?

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE:
How TIPS helps you to boost
your ROI?

INNOVATION AWARENESS:
What’s your and everyone
else’s style to innovate?

INNOVATION AWARENESS:
How to make everyone
contribute to innovation?

KEY INNOVATION PLAYERS:
Who is a good creative
leader?

KEY INNOVATION PLAYERS:
Who makes a good
innovation manager?

KEY INNOVATION PLAYERS:
Who really makes disruptive
innovation happen?

INNOVATION PEOPLE
MANAGEMENT:
Why do most people fear
creative change?

INNOVATION PROCESS:
How to compose effective
innovation project teams that
represent a well-balanced
mix of innovator profiles?

INNOVATION PROJECTS:
Who likes to work on what
kind of innovation projects?

INNOVATION PROCESS:
Who shines when in the
creative process?

INNOVATION PROCESS:
What TIPS profile enjoys
and performs well working
on what kind of thinking
tools?

INNOVATION PROCESS:
Who are the agile, creative
types that can deliver
results in digital innovation
projects?

TIPS SOLUTIONS
HOW CAN YOU GET IT?
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ONLINE

TRAINING

TIPS ONLINE TEST
• Individual
• Team

TIPS INNOVATION PROFILING
WORKSHOP
(1 Day)

TIPS TEST FEEDBACK
COACHING CALL
• Individual
• Manager

TIPS APPLICATION WORKSHOPS
(1-2 Days)
• Talent & Team Alignment
• Innovation Alignment

TIPS MANAGER GUIDE

PROJECTS

LICENSING

TALENT ACQUISITION
TALENT MANAGEMENT
1. Role Alignment
2. Development
3. Management
4. Performance
TALENT TRANSITION

TRAIN-THE-TRAINER CERTIFICATION
& LICENSING
• Trainers
• Coaches
• Corporate Trainers
• Corporate Innovation Managers

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT
5. Innovation Projects
6. Creative Leaders
7. Innovation Manager
8. Change Management

How did we approach this TIPS Profiling Project with Brand Connect?
• First, we profiled all employees across the region individually to
unveil their TIPS profile and result.
• Then, we created TIPS Team Profiling Maps for the entire group,
for all 7 regional offices, and for all business functions (board,
marketing, sales, supply chain, finance).
• Next, Thinkergy analyzed each map to check if the existing people
mix is right to support the desired growth strategy. We summed up
our findings and gave recommendations for talent realignments.
• Finally, we briefed our client on how to best present the findings
during their regional offsite in Phuket.

TIPS CASE

TALENT ALIGNMENT FOR GROWTH
STRATEGY
Brand Connect is Asia’s leading independent brand management and distribution
company for premium drinks brands in Asian markets.

CLIENT
Brand Connect

INDUSTRY
Brand Management
and Distribution

LOCATION
Bangkok, Thailand

Founded in 2013, the company has moved to the second phase of the business cycle that
focuses on strong growth: Brand Connect aims to become the number one choice for
premium drinks brands eager to cover all key Asian markets with only one marketing &
distribution partner. In November 2018, Brand Connect invited all staff from all offices and
across all business functions to a regional offsite in Phuket to translate its growth mission
into concrete strategic objectives and action plans for each office.
Well aware that people drive corporate growth, one of Brand Connect’s top executives
approached Thinkergy to profile all of its employees and analyze its current mix of people
with TIPS.

What were outcomes of this TIPS powered-strategy offsite? Here are three out of many other
results:
1. Talent Gap Analysis: In our analysis of the overall people mix, we found that unsurprisingly
for a young company, Brand Connect has lots of Ideas-people in its ranks. Moreover, as
the company had recently taken on a strategic investor to co-fund its growth strategy,
the company now also had a noticeable number of Systems-oriented people. Surprisingly,
however, we found that Brand Connect is rather “light” on People-oriented colleagues,
who are crucial to deliver on a strong growth strategy. Why? “People”-people are the best
at building relationships with clients and at closing sales. So, Thinkergy recommended to
strategically recruit a few more Partners (or alternatively Popular Promoters or Organizers).
2. Talent Alignment: We also found that a few employees were better moved to a neighboring
business function to allow them to better play out their natural talents. Following our advice,
Brand Connect’s executives offered one sales staff to be transferred to marketing, and intend
to move a logistics manager to the sales team. These offers showed immediate resonance:
The new marketing staff (an Imaginative Promoter) became one of the key idea contributors
during the offsite, while the logistics-soon-to-become-sales manager (a Partner) confided
to a senior executive in the evening that she had contemplated leaving because she didn’t
enjoy logistics, but now will stay as she’s happy with her new role in sales.
3. Talent Awareness: Not only did all delegates become aware of the TIPS profiles and preferred
cognitive styles of themselves and their colleagues, but they also realized the benefits of
making everyone play on their strengths while compensating for each other’s weaknesses
as a team. Moreover, one exercise also invited them to contemplate how to better relate to
colleagues of different TIPS bases (Theories, Ideas, People, Systems) in order to build better
rapport and cultivate empathy for the preferred ways of others.

“

TIPS helped us to better understand
what people we have on the team
now, how to realign some of our
talents to cater to their strengths
and cognitive styles, and to identify
critical people delivery gaps that
we need to deliver on our regional
growth strategy.
At my last company, we had used
HBDI, another cognitive profiling
tool that I also like. However, I
believe that in comparison, TIPS
has more concrete applications
for business and innovation. Which
makes it easier for managers to use
the tool to produce results.

”

- Patrick Looram
COO
Brand Connect Asia Pacific

“

As a Program Director, I must ensure
that our MBI corporate participants will
acquire actual knowledge, empower
their soft skills, and improve their
leadership capabilities. To achieve such
goal, the complementation of skills and
competences in each work team is a
key challenge. The application of TIPS
method helped us achieve that goal in
a powerful way but it also increase the
satisfaction level and the perceived
quality of the results.

”

- Dr. Xavier Parisot
MBI Program Director
Bangkok University

TIPS CASE

IDENTIFYING CANDIDATES FOR CREATIVE
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
CLIENT
Premier Group &
IKI-SEA

INDUSTRY
Conglomerate &
Education

LOCATION
Bangkok, Thailand

In 2017, Thinkergy used TIPS to support the MBI Program of the Institute for Knowledge
and Innovation, South-East Asia (IKI-SEA) at Bangkok University in identifying suitable
candidates for an innovation leader development program developed with a Thai business
conglomerate, Premier Group.
The IKI-SEA adapted its avant-garde Master in Business Innovation (MBI) study program
to help Premier Group developing a critical number of in-house “Inno Leaders”. But how to
identify the most suitable 25 candidates among 75 applicants?
Apart from an entrance exam (used to check on the prevalence of required skills such as
creativity and critical thinking), the applicants were invited to take the TIPS online test to
determine their innovator profile and preferred cognitive styles. A final interview round
checked on the applicants’ motivation, commitment and the sincerity of the portrayed
cognitive profile and real persona.

Finally, 25 candidates were selected for the “Inno Leader” program based on their overall
performance in the exam and interview as well as their cognitive test result and TIPS
innovator profile: 11 Ideators, 3 Theorists, 3 Partners, 3 Promoters, 1 Conceptualizer and 4
All-Rounders. How did we arrive at this mix of TIPS profiles?
TIPS allowed to filter applicants with psycho-static minds out of the “inno Leader”
program (as these succeed more in operational and efficiency-driven roles). TIPS also
helped to arrive at a variety of psycho-dynamic TIPS profiles; this allowed for composing
project teams that were cognitively diverse within and balanced teams overall.
What were the results of this TIPS powered-selection process?
1. Premier Group’s senior executives felt satisfied with the final mix of Inno Leaders that
emerged in the end.
2. The MBI Program Director had ensured sufficient creative talent and cognitive diversity
to compose balanced, well-performing project teams.
3. Finally, the Inno Leaders confirmed TIPS’ efficacy in composing project teams that are
cognitively diverse within and at the same time balance each other out, which led to
better innovation performance and team satisfaction.

TRIS Academy developed an innovation-focused leadership
program targeting senior managers of Thai state-owned
corporations and government agencies. TRIS was interested to
augment their internally developed general leadership contents
with innovation know-how. In particular, they were eager to add a
cognitive profiling tool and related training course to the program
that gave the delegates and their firms more information on the
personalities and cognitive styles of their talents.
After learning about —and testing— TIPS, TRIS quickly decided to add
a 1-day training in TIPS to their leadership program, and to profile all
delegates with our innovator profiling tool.

“

TIPS innovation profiling is the assessment tool that I’ve found my clients
responded to best. I like using it because
it identifies our unique capabilities
including our thinking style and work
style. It’s a fabulous tool in creating
self-awareness and a top-performer
profile.

”

- Ploynitcha Jaruhirunsakul
Asst. Vice President
TRIS Academy of Management

Given that many government officers were more comfortable to complete the
TIPS questionnaire in their mother tongue, Thinkergy developed a Thai version of
the TIPS online test to ensure the accuracy of the test results.

One of the modern innovation types that emerged in the early 21st century is network
innovation. Thereby, two complementary parties enter into a strategic partnership to
leverage a novel, original and meaningful value offering of one partner via the network
of the other one.

Together with TRIS, we designed a special process to administer the test and distribute the test results to all program delegates
(as we couldn’t use our automated English-language TIPS online test platform here).Network innovation aims to establish
win-win-wins for both partners and the market. How did the win-win-win proposition look in this case?
• TRIS Academy won by being able to kick-start their 2-week leadership program with a highly energetic, edu-taining training
day, The TIPS Innovation Profiling Workshop. Moreover, they could add a new value proposition (cognitive profiling for
business and innovation) to their government-related clients.
• TRIS’ clients (such as the Government Savings Bank of Thailand, and the Bank of Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives
(BAAC)) won, too. They gained greater awareness on the innovator types, cognitive styles and the preferred style to innovate
of each delegate. To be more precise, individual delegates gained greater self- and team-awareness; human resources
managers enhanced their talent awareness; and the innovation managers gained greater innovation awareness thanks to
TIPS.

In 2017, TRIS Corporation (“TRIS”) of Thailand and Thinkergy created such a network
innovation. The two parties established a strategic partnership in order to extend
Thinkergy’s TIPS innovation method into TRIS’ network.

Finally, Thinkergy won by extending its TIPS-related value offerings to a sector that we don’t actively target. So, TRIS’ local
expertise, network and contacts allowed us to give those government-related corporations and agencies a flavor of our
international innovation contents and edu-training delivery styles.

TRIS is a consulting and rating agency that mainly serves organizations in the
government sector in Thailand. More recently, TRIS has also begun offering training
programs under a new division called TRIS Academy.

Are you a training organization that’s interested to similarly subcontract our TIPS online test and training course for your
clients? Or would you like to become a licensed TIPS innovation trainer to train TIPS yourself with your clients? Contact us to tell
us more about yourself, your organization and your precise interests.

TIPS CASE

PARTNERING TO EXTEND TIPS TO A NEW
SECTOR
CLIENT
TRIS Corp

INDUSTRY
Professional
Services

LOCATION
Bangkok, Thailand

Viva’s founders realize that if they want to continue to grow their
agency in both revenues and impact, it’s vital that they attract and
keep the right mix of creative and —going forward also digital— talents. No wonder that when Thinkergy approached Viva’s founders with
the idea of doing a TIPS Talent Mapping & Alignment Project with the
entire agency, we found open ears and minds.

TIPS CASE

PROFILING CREATIVE TALENTS WITH TIPS
Suppose you started a new venture in a field that you love and enjoy. At first, you’re only
focused on survival and getting into the market. After the initial struggles, however, your
business takes off. Over time, you hire more and more talents to join your venture. In most
cases, their styles, views and interests are similar to yours.

CLIENT
VIVA Creative Studio

INDUSTRY
Advertising

LOCATION
Bangkok, Thailand

At some point in time, you realize that you don’t know enough about the mix of personalities on the team. You wonder:
• who’s the right person on the team and in the right job;
• who the right person on the team but might do better in another role; and
• who’s missing on the team whose skills and talents are needed to take your company to
the next level and move on in the company life cycle.
Viva Creative Studio Co., Ltd. is a full-service, regionally integrated creative agency based
in Bangkok. Viva provides a comprehensive service range to its corporate clients that
include branding, communication strategy, advertising, online communications, in-store
communications, launch events, packaging design, and digital and print design. Viva was
started in 2008 by the creative couple Anond Charutrakulchai and Cherie Yip, who both
were educated in the UK and met each other while working at award-winning agencies in
London. Over the past decade, Viva has steadily grown its business and evolved into one of
the most progressive agencies in Thailand.

How did we approach this TIPS Profiling Project with Viva Creative
Studio?
• First, Thinkergy profiled all Viva team members individually to reveal
their TIPS result and profile. Thereby, we offered a Thai test version
to those Thai team members who preferred doing the test in their
native tongue.
• Then, Thinkergy founder Dr. D did a session with Viva’s Human
Resources Manager, Khun Ben, to go through the job descriptions,
roles and responsibilities of all team members. Using a gamified
consulting approach, Dr. D identified a primary and 1-2 secondary
TIPS profiles that fit each functional role in the agency.
• Next, Thinkergy created a set of TIPS Team Profiling Maps for the
entire agency and its key teams (such as creative team or client
services).
• After that, we analyzed the maps and checked if the right person is
in the right job. Interestingly, while we didn’t find a need for talent
realignments.
In a 1-day training, The TIPS Innovation Profiling Workshop, we
introduced the mechanics of TIPS to all Viva team members and ran
a lot of practical exercises and learning games on show everyone how
they may apply TIPS to improve the agency’s business. For example,
going through “The TIPS Empathy Exercise” not only taught everyone
how to better work together inside the agency but also provided Viva
with a blueprint on how to approach their client counterparts (who in a
given industry, often tend to revolve around a certainTIPS base).
Finally, we concluded the project with a results presentation session
to Viva’s management team. We went through all the outstanding
deliverables (such as the TIPS Team Maps and the TIPS Profile-Job Fit
Descriptions) and presented our findings and action recommendations.

So what were some of the outcomes of this combined TIPS Profiling
Project & Training for Viva?
1. When we analyzed the overall talent mix, we found that even for a
creative agency, VIVA has an unusually high number of Ideators on
board. (Predictably, they work almost all in the creative team.) The
exceptionally high concentration of Ideators suggests that VIVA
has the potential to become known as the agency with the boldest
campaigns in the market.
2. Interestingly, Viva has counter-balanced the large cohort of
progressive Ideators with a sizable number of Systematizers (and
selected Organizers) in customer service and the backend of the
business, who focus on the bottom line and customer needs and
remind the creatives to “get real”. Dr. D summed-up this unique
overall mix by characterizing VIVA as an “imaginatively experimental” creative agency.
3. Predictably for VIVA’s founders, we noted that at present, the agency
lacks rational-conceptual Theories-people in its ranks. Given that in
the coming years, digital value offerings will increase in importance
for most agencies Thinkergy suggested adding a few trendy,
technology-savvy Conceptualizers to the team. This profile type
tends to also contribute strategic viewpoints to both the agency’s
evolving (digital) service range and its sales proposals and pitches.
4. Thanks to both the TIPS report and the 1-day TIPS training, all
delegates gained a deeper awareness of the TIPS profiles and
preferred cognitive styles of themselve

APPLICATION WORKSHOP

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
A 2-day workshop to first determine the TIPS profile of each delegate,
and then demonstrate how everyone can apply the TIPS Innovation
Profiling Method to perform better in business and innovation.

WHO IS IT FOR?
•• Managers and employees who want to uncover their TIPS innovator
profile — and find out how to perform better in business and innovation
in harmony with their natural talents and preferred cognitive styles.
•• Up-to 30 participants

WHAT DO YOU GET?
•• The TIPS profile and results of each participant (done online before)
•• An overview of popular tools to profile personality or cognitive styles
•• An introduction to the design features of the TIPS Innovation Profiling
Method with its 4 bases (Theories, Ideas, People, Systems), 4 styles (to
think, work, interact, & live), and 11 TIPS innovator profiles
•• An appreciation of how each participant can add value to the business
with their TIPS profile and preferred styles
•• An understanding of critical business applications of TIPS (e.g., how
to put the right person into the right job?; how to realign a team for
greater success?; how to manage people in line with their preferred
styles?; how to mitigate conflicts at work?)
•• Gain insights on the main innovation applications of TIPS (what’s your
style to innovate?; how to make everyone contribute to innovation?;
who makes a good innovation manager?; who can become an authentic
creative leader?; who responds how to change; who shines when in an
innovation project?; who prefers working on what innovation types?)
•• In short, a deeper awareness of how to strengthen team and innovation

WORKSHOP

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
A 1-day workshop to introduce the basics and dynamics of the TIPS
Innovation Profiling Method to business leaders, managers and employees — and to determine the TIPS profile of each participant.

WHO IS IT FOR?
•• Managers and employees who want to uncover their TIPS innovator
profile — and find out how to perform better in business and innovation in
harmony with their natural talents and preferred cognitive styles
•• Up-to 30 participants

WHAT DO YOU GET?
•• The TIPS online test (done prior to the workshop) and TIPS profile of
each participant
•• An overview of popular tools to profile personality or cognitive styles
•• An introduction to the design features of the TIPS Innovation Profiling
Method with its 4 bases (Theories, Ideas, People, Systems), 4 styles
(to think, work, interact, & live), and 11 TIPS innovator profiles
•• A series of games and exercises that allows participants to understand
the style differences between different profiles
•• A deepened understanding on how each participant can add more
value in business by aligning their work and output focus to their
strengths and natural talents
•• An idea of how each TIPS profile can add contribute to an organization’s innovation efforts in harmony with their preferred styles
•• A sense of mutual respect for the work and innovation contributions of
each TIPS profile to the team or organization
•• Increased personal and team commitment and enthusiasm towards
creativity and innovation

MINI-WORKSHOP

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
A half-day workshop to introduce the basics of cognitive profiling and
the TIPS Innovation Profiling Method to delegates of a corporate training
course, an offsite, or a conference — and to ideally also determine the
TIPS profile of each participant.

WHO IS IT FOR?
•• Managers and employees who want to learn how to personality tests
cognitive profiling tools (such as TIPS) can enhance performance in
business and innovation — and possibly also want to find out what are
their TIPS Innovator Profiles and preferred cognitive styles
•• 30-50 delegates

WHAT DO YOU GET?
•• If budget permits: The TIPS online test (done prior to the miniworkshop)
and TIPS profile of each delegate
•• An introduction to the TIPS Innovation Profiling Method with its 4 bases
(Theories, Ideas, People, Systems), four styles (to think, work, interact, &
live), and 11 TIPS innovator profiles
•• A deepened understanding on how each participant can add value based
on their preferred orientations and their natural thinking and work
preferences, and what types of outputs they’re good at producing.
•• A few games and exercises that allows participants to understand the
•• style differences between different profiles
•• A sense of mutual respect for the work and innovation contributions of
each TIPS profile to the team or organization

CONTACT US
+66 8 96693146
info@thinkergy.com
www.thinkergy.com

